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Introduction

As you probably know, Ceneter Region Company announced release of reinforced Functional
State Correctors. Many technical and implementation details are covered well in Sergey
Valentinovich Koltsov’s appearances in internet conferences. This text will help you to discover
what additional possibilities you are going to get due to introduction of the Mayan
cosmoenergy channels. Description of channels were taken at cosmoenergy sites, and
designated for cosmoenergy practitioners. At the same time these descriptions will help you to
grasp channels specific, it will be useful in your daily work with new correctors. You will find
directives at the end of each topic, these directives are designated for cosmoenergy
practitioners when they are working with patients, just by pronouncing them silently
cosmoenergy practitioners may stress up the work of the channels, to specify their task, in
other worlds – to make desired accents. So you are going to have examples of such possible
accents.
For example, there were recommendations by Koltsov, when working with “The Apple of
Youth” FSC, which has a Mayan channel for stem cells growth. It is recommended to place one
hand at a sacrum and the second at the place where you want to accent stem cells growth, on a
problem place where it is desirable to start regeneration. It is also recommended to add
visualization. Generally, visualization and affirmations when using FSCs with Mayan channels
will be of help, at least the user will tune himself for the channels action.
Listen to your intuition and be creative in FSC use. The only obligatory principle is to drink
recommended volume of structured water. It is 30 ml per each kilogram of body weight.
Renewed FSCs are at least 16 times more powerful than the old ones. Drinking water is
absolutely necessary in order to avoid acute phase.

Blue series

FSC no. 1 - CHAYAN channel will be added

Designated for elimination of parasites, which live in liver, stomach, intestines, blood and other
important organs. Parasitic diseases are the reason of delayed development at children – both
psychic and physical, low capability to work at adults, allergic reactions, reduced resistance to
the infection and somatic diseases.

Parasitic diseases are infectious, caused by protozoa (amoeba, leishmania, giardia, plasmodium,
trypanosome, balantidia, pneumocistis, toxoplasma), parasitic worms (helminth), pathogenic
micro-organisms (bacterium, spirochaete, rickettsia, fungi, viruses).
As a rule parasites are alien organisms for their master, they cause mechanical damage of his
organs and tissues, with their attachment organs or mouthparts. Large intestines parasite may
cause clogging of the intestines, that results in mechanical intestinal obstruction. Liver
trematoda often clog bale ducts. Toxic influence of hookworm metabolism products cause at
children delay of physical and mental development. Helminth cause multiple allergy
manifestations. More to it, some parasites, that inhabitate human organism, have complex
structures, containing bacterium, in which, in their turn, viruses may present.
Most of the parasites are living in a rectum. That's why from time to time, one should undergo
physical cleaning, taking decoctions from such plants as wormwood, black walnut, clove, ginger,
grapefruit, pumpkin seeds. Also one should do ablution of rectum and intestines.
It is microorganisms, who make up a cancer tumor structure. One fungi feed on mamma
tissues, lungs, liver, other on lymph nodes tissues, that's why tumors differ by their appearance
and structure.
Numerous fungi (aspergillus) prefer to live in birthmarks and blood vessels, catch up pigment
cells (melanocytes) and spread around entire organism, then cancer develops.
After physical cleaning of the organism, it is recommended to influence with specific
frequencies (channels) at the places where parasites are situated. Then thin oscillations would
violate own rhythms of the parasites, and these way they would suppress normal metabolic
activity of parasites.
I open the Mayam Cosmic Teurgy channel CHAYAN for suppressing of the parasites metabolic
activity (amoeba, leishmania, giardia, plasmodium, trypanosome, balantidia, pneumocistis,
toxoplasma, helminth, bacterium, fungi, viruses) – start!
I give the following directives:
I clean liver, stomach, intestines, blood and other organs from negative deposits, negative slag
and negative programs. Suppress metabolic activity of parasites.
Destroy physical accretions of parasites, that clogged intestines, bile ducts in liver.
Deduce all toxic compounds, produced by parasites.
I wash out places of parasites staying with the astral sulphur acid, and after that with astral
fresh spring water.
All harmed organ cells I restore in their original form.

FSC no. 2 - BUL channel will be added

Channel is designated for toxins deducing
Deduces from the organism harmful, poisonous compounds. From one side, skeptics say that
there is no such a thing as toxins, the other part is sure that organism receives toxins from
pesticides, hormones, herbicides and conservants, with which they treat products. They also
believe that viruses, bacterium, excess alcohol, coffee and other beverages with caffeine
content, smoking and medical pills pose tremendous influence at liver, stomach and other
organs, could be toxic.
In case, it is really so, we shell get rid of these toxins, as long as their surplus makes one feel
tired and ill. Chemical and radioactive compounds, with which one has to encounter during his
life, have “a bad habit” of being deduced from the organism not completely and accumulate
inside, so one should shake them off their habitual places. Harmful influence of toxins at the
human organism, leads to memory deterioration, chronic tiredness, slow reaction, depression,
irritability. The perception of the outer world became worse, sight, hearing and sense of smell
are suffering. Headaches and other physical indispositions are of the same origin. But one of
the main “pitfalls” of toxins is re-stimulation. It is such a phenomenon, when images, which are
connected with the organism intoxication in the past, stay an imagination, invoke sensations,
which one lives through in present.
For example, one took pain-killers or alcohol or other narcotic substances in the past, and
memory preserves their “image” about their influence at the organism. These color “images”
are followed with sounds, odors, sensations, complimented with personal relation to them,
may came to life in any moment. Even after a number of years, the remains of antispasmodic
medicines, alcohol or narcotics, deposited in tissues, may serve as a key to re-stimulation. That
is one did not take anything, but organism lives through the influence, which took place at their
taking many years ago.
When toxins are shifted from their “home places”, most often it is fatty tissue, they
immediately give a call about their presence. Even taste and odor, that are connected with
medicines, chemical compounds, narcotics, may appear. Those who suffered from serious
problems, complain at light lapse of reason, sensation of weightlessness, head spinning,
temporary numbness of some parts of the body, and so on. Not only toxins are coming outside,
and the radiation as well. If one had a Sun-burn at least once, it could show out with intensive
reddening of these places. Gradually, after curation, all these negative manifestations go out.
To our sorrow, as a rule, orthodox (Allopathic) medicine simply does not want to see and
acknowledge many things, including worsening of most patient’s state from the allopathic
curation (gradual turning of the pathology process into chronic stage). And if so, then there is

no need to analyze reasons of turning of acute condition into chronical phase, as well as to
acknowledge laws, in accordance with which this process is taking place.
Inquisitive doctor, who sees what is going on and tries to understand the reasons, at a definite
stage simply ceases to be an allopath, often in the initial phase it could be at the sub-conscious
level.
In accordance with the universal law of the Mayan Cosmic Teurgy, if the correct curation
symptoms disappear in a sequence, which is reversal to their appearance, that is latest
(chronic) symptoms give way to symptoms, one had at earlier stages of the disease.
Symptoms will “move” from most vital organs to less important, from the inside to the outside.
Symptoms will “move” the from the upper part of the body downwards, first vanishing in the
head area, then in the body, later in extremities, in direction from the shoulder to the bent of
the arm, wrist and fingers, or from the heap to knee, ankle-joint, feet.
Thus healing goes in a way, that is opposite to the initial disease development. From top
downward, from the inside out, from most vitally important organs to less important.
Homo-toxicology is based on understanding that toxins accumulation in the human organism is
the main mechanism of development of all diseases, and possibility of disintoxication of the
organism.
Toxic substances (endogenous and exogenous toxins) cause defense reactions in the human
organism, which are manifested as diseases. The essence of diseases is the restoration of liquid
system balance. Diseases are toxicosis states caused by homo-toxins, and the defense
processes aimed at the organism healing.
As homo-toxins Mayan cosmic Teurgy considers all chemical, bio-chemical and also physiology
and psychic factors, which may cause violations of human health. Appearance of these
pathology factors stipulates regulatory violations in the human organism. homo-toxins may
have both endogenous and exogenous origin.
Homo-toxic reactions go through several phases, these phases could be divided at 3 blocks.
First block is humoral phases, which are taking place at the level of reactions in liquid medium
of the organism and yet not involving the cells structures. The first phase is a phase of
excretion. Its characteristic feature – deducing toxins through physiology holes in tissues. The
second phase is the phase of inflammation, it is characterized by pronounced processes of
homo-toxins deducing in combination with fever, inflammation and pain. These phases are easy
to reverse, in curative process one should seek switching to other more deeper phases, to
humoral phases, that will correspond to the process of moving from the inside to the outside.
The second block – metrix phases, they are intermediate, intercellular degenerative phases.

The third phase is a phase of deposition, it is characterized with benign deposits, that may
result in secondary issues, for example, due to the decrease of free space volume or excessive
weight.
The fourth phase is the phase of impregnation, it is a hidden phase. Homo-toxins and re-toxins
penetrate into intracellular space, destroy intracellular structures and ferments and violate cell
membrane functions. This phase may take its course delitescencely and became a weak place in
a common chain of processes, that are taking place in the organism. When phases of this block
are coming, organism becomes unable to deduce homo-toxins out adequately, and the only
possibility that remains is at first the deposition of homo-toxins, and second their penetration
into cells through the biology barrier – which is impregnation phase. This barrier is symbolized
by so called «biology section» (imagined borderline between deposition and impregnation
phases), which is a criteria of turning of the pathology process into organic changes. In other
words, it separates processes of simple deposition (accumulation) of homo-toxins in metrix,
from processes of toxic substances implantation into its structural components.
While in the deposition phase, simple toxins deducing is still possible, in the impregnation
phase structural and functional changes already take place, and spontaneous homo-toxins
deducing by organism itself already becomes difficult.
Movement from phases of the first block, to the phases of the second block is intensification of
the pathology process, its movement from the outside to inside, we often observe this process
as deeping of the chronic processes in result of allopathy curation. In case of correct curation,
movement of the pathology process from metrix phase to humoral phases is a great good for
the patient.
The third block – cell phases. It is a block of very hardly reversible states, (block of deep organic
changes). When this phase is coming, organism gets serious damage in a form of deep
structural violations. Nevertheless, even in these phases the deducing of toxins is appropriable
for the organism, because further toxins accumulation may finally prevent organs from fulfilling
of their functions, and in case of their adequate deducing, one should not exclude some
structural restoration of the already damaged structures.
The fifth phase is the phase of degeneration. It is characterized by the destruction of the
intracellular structures due to the homo-toxins influence, that results in formation of the
degeneration products. By Rekeveg, in this phase dyscrasia and organic changes are observed.
The sixth phase – is a phase of differentiation. Homo-toxins action results in neoplasm
development in different tissues. This phase should be considered as biologically expedient
attempts of the organism to support its existence for the expense of homo-toxins accumulation
in malignant tumors. It should be understood that last phases are characterized by a process of
deep changes, they correspond to organism state as if being «driven into a corner», and shifting
from this phases to metrix phases will be a good thing for it.
Vicariation – is a process of a disease movement from one phase into another, or from one
system of organs into another. So called progressing vicariation means the disease

development, or in accordance with Mayan Cosmic Teurgy laws – the moving of the process
deep down (chronic processes), and regressive vicariation – is movement of the disease into
less dangerous phase, that means patient recovery, movement of the process from the inside
out.
Homo-toxicology is based on a principle, that every disease is the most natural way of toxins,
viruses and bacterium deducing from the organism. The purpose of a healer is to help
organism in this struggle, to support it and do not suppress its defense reactions. For example,
in case of food poisoning vomiting and diarrhea appear, with their help organism cleans itself
from toxins that caused the poisoning. When temperature is increased, the development of
micro organism is suppressed, and interferon production takes place. It would not be wise to
suppress these symptoms, leaving the disease case inside the organism. It is true in relation to
any other diseases, up to schizophrenia and even cancer.
Anti-homo-toxin therapy considers all diseases as organism defense reactions against homotoxins. To our sorrow, orthodox medicine choose a different way of development, way of
liquidation of separately taken symptoms, because individually taken symptoms are easy to
measure, register and supervise. In the terms of this very approach, considerable efforts were
spent for development of powerful remedies against fever, inflammation, cough, high blood
pressure, insomnia, diarrhea, constipation and so on. Therapy acquired symptomatic character,
narrowing its action to elimination of the individual symptoms of diseases.
Sadly, but such curation, that suppresses expedient organism reactions, results in progressive
vicariation or movement of the main process inside, that is against the Laws of the Sacral
Cosmology. And it is the patient, who pays for this wrong approach, who acquires both new
illnesses and further aggravation of the old ones. And so, the curative scheme, that is implied
by orthodox medicine fails not take into account two basic aspects of medical knowledge:
1. Most disease symptoms are alarm signals, that appear in a harmonious structure of the
human organism. As a rule, symptoms are the end chains in a long pathology link, which
beginning often lays much deeper – in processes, that are very far away from a visible
symptom.
2. Pharmacology and toxic effects, received at the use of allopathy medicines. Are local by their
nature and allow to make only restricted conclusions about therapy effectiveness at the level of
the whole organism.
Obviously, that for a practicing doctor, who follows orthodox theory and insists at simplified
and convenient methods of curation, scientific discoveries have tremendous importance, and in
the contrary general feeling of the patient in regards to his own health has no practical
significance. For the healer, who follows the principles of the Sacral Cosmology, subjective
sensations of the patient are the governing factor, for him above-stated principles are the
guiding thread, allowing to see in what direction the process goes.
Four resonant levels of diagnostics:

1-st resonant level – blood, lymph, organs, systems of organs;
2-nd resonant level – cells with cells membranes, protoplasm, cell organelles and mitochondria
DNA;
3-rd resonant level – cell nucleus with the outer part of the DNA nucleus (outside the double
spiral);
4-th resonant level – cell nucleus with the internal part of the DNA nucleus (inside the double
spiral)
During the development of the method the chimney principle was introduced, that consists in
the following: «the chimney should always be opened outside!» It means that for the therapy
of each subsequent level, the work with the previous one (the one that is closer to the surface)
should be finished, that is way outside should be cleared for the toxins being deduced. If the
therapy is conducted in such a way, that outer levels are cleared first, and only then healer
switches to deeper ones, the healing process goes on relatively soft, without unnecessary acute
phases. I f one would analyze this approach, it will be absolutely clear, that it meets the laws of
Sacral Cosmology, and also the theory of homo-toxicology, being at the same time an additional
criteria of the therapy process control for a healer that mastered this method.
Now let's consider the practical use of this channel on an example of some disease healing. let's
take skin allergy. This disease corresponds with the fourth phase – the phase of impregnation.
It means that prior to healing the fourth phase, we should heal three previous phases, that is to
clean up the way for toxins exit from the fourth phase.
The scheme is the following:
In this case the first phase is sweating. One should take a steam bath, for the skin pores to
open well, drink tea with raspberry in order to drive out surface toxins with sweat, or to open
the channel:
«I open Cosmic Teurgy channel BUL for sweating – start!» One session is enough for the first
phase.
The second phase is cleaning the skin from the blackheads, Blackheads – is inflammation
condition of the sebaceous glands. More often blackheads develop at young men and women
on the background of seborrhea as a result of sebaceous glands increased secretion and
changes in their secretion composition. Moderately pronounced blackhead passes by till 2025, more pronounced as a rule vanishes to 30-35 years. Rush, resembling blackheads may
appear at workers at the open skin areas in result of contact with mineral oils, product of oil
refining and other similar substances that clog sebaceous glands ducts. In a number of cases
blackheads may appear in result of prolonged intake of bromine and iodine – pharmacologic
blackheads.
«I open Cosmic Teurgy channel BUL for the elimination of the blackheads – start!» Giving the
following directives:

I am giving powerful anti-virus for elimination of the inflammation process;
I eliminate clogs in the sebaceous glands ducts;
I eliminate and deduce toxins of mineral oils, product of oil refining;
I am normalizing bromine and iodine content in the organism.
I am restoring and normalizing sebaceous glands function and its secretion composition in their
original form.
The third phase is elimination of the skin age spots. Age spots or chloasma are the skin areas, at
which melanin production is violated. Age spots are melanin accumulation in the horny tissue,
epidermis and partly in derma. More often they appear on the face at women. They can be of
different shape, irregular outline, smooth surface and sharp ages. Spots may be of different
size, color from light yellow to dark-brown. They are situated symmetrically, mainly at the
forehead – close to the age of hair-covering, in the middle of a forehead, over the eyebrows. At
young people age spots mainly appear at the upper lip, nose, cheeks. At elderly people spots
appear in the lower parts of the cheeks, sometimes at the neck. Quite often age spots appear
at women diseases, liver issues, nervous system malfunctions, and also at people, who are
weakened by chronic illnesses, working with chemical compounds, suffering from vitamin C
deficit. Skin changes color under influence of prolong lapis use, its salts may be absorbed by
skin and deposited in it, skin acquires gray shade in result. Dye-stuffs (graphite, powder, soot,
coal and others) may penetrate into skin from the outside. Often it takes place in result of an
accident. Age spots at the face could be a consequence of implementation of strongly irritating
creams and ointments, at the body - a consequence of rubbing by tight underwear, belts, and
so on. Sunlight plays considerable role in age spots appearance at the face, that's why both age
spots and freckles became more distinct with the first rays of a spring sun. One should protect
skin, starting from the first days of the Sun energy activation (end of March – beginning of
April). During this time period the Sun is aggressive enough to be able to cause free-radicals
formation, and damage of skin lipids.
Age spots may present from birth, but more often they appear after prolonged influence of the
UV irradiation at the skin. This is due to the activation of the melanin production in
melanocytes (special cells in skin epidermis) under influence of the radiation of this very
spectrum. Reasons of such spots appearance could be the following: metabolism
characteristics, presence of various gynecology diseases, presence of gastro-intestinal tract or
liver diseases, age changes, pregnancy, stress, vitamin C deficit.
Chloasma may appear at woman with diseases of reproductive organs, adrenal glands, liver; at
girls during the adolescence period. In order to get rid of spots, first of all one should find the
reason and heal the main condition. Lack of folic acid in the organism could be the reason of
the age spots appearance. In order to make this deficit good one should eat more vegetables,
salad, spinach, cubage.
«I open Cosmic Teurgy channel BUL for the elimination of the age spots – start!»

«I give directives:»
Destroy and deduce excessive melanin accumulations from the horny tissue, epidermis and
derma;
Normalize melanin production;
Destroy and deduce all toxins sunken under the skin in form of lapis salts, and other chemical
compounds (graphite, powder, soot, coal, oil products);
Deduce free radicals outside;
Restore skin lipids in their original form;
Normalize metabolism in the organism;
Normalize vitamin C and folic acid production in sufficient quantity;
Feel the skin with energies of lemon, vegetables, salads, spinach and cubage.
The fourth phase is allergy curation. Allergy is a state of increased organism sensitivity towards
some specific substance or several substances – allergens, which develops at repeated
influence of these substances. Allergy physiology mechanism consists in development of antibodies in the organism, that leads either to increased or decreased organism sensitivity. Allergy
shows itself through increased irritation of mucous covers, skin rushes, general indisposition
and so on. Allergy conditions are hyper-reactions of the organism in response to outer
environment influencing factors, which organism takes as potentially dangerous, even if they
are not. Naturally if there are hyper-reactions, normal reactions also exist. Normal reaction is a
development of a normal immune response. Immune response mechanism is very complicated.
It includes production of anti-bodies, which are organism «defenders». The aim of anti-bodies is
to neutralize substances that intruded into the organism. In theory any immune reaction should
be successful, but sometimes immune system as if «goes beyond tis orders» and loosing
control, starts to react at a harmless substance as at a dangerous one. Such loss of control leads
to starting of destructive hyper-reactions (allergy).
«I open Cosmic Teurgy channel BUL at the allergy curation – start!»
I give the following directives:
Clean liver, blood, intestines, gastro-intestinal tract and stat their regeneration, restore them in
their initial form;
Normalize metabolism in the organism;
Normalize production of sufficient quantity of anti-bodies for neutralization of anti-genes that
intruded into the organism.
For activation of my own wholesome microflora I fill the intestines with effective microorganisms, energies of dairy drinks and cow's milk.

The fifth phase is treatment of the skin bound disease. Skin bound disease is a common name
for a group of connective tissue diseases, the illness may also involve some internal organs:
gullet, lungs, heart, kidneys. Skin bound disease develops in result of immature collagen
production in tissues. Neuromuscular dysfunction, violations of the immune systems functions
facilitate collagen misbalance. Gystamin and serotonin take part in edema development and
microcirculation disorders. Genetic predisposition also plays important role in this process, it is
indicated by family disease cases.
Factors, that provoke disease development: becoming too cold, acute or chronic infections,
trauma, stressful states, sensitization, violations of the endocrine system functioning.
Plaque skin bound disease – is most common form of restricted skin bound disease. It is
characterized by appearance of one or several nidus, localized predominantly at body and
extremities. Nidus may have size from 1 to 15 centimeters and different forms – oval, circular
or irregular. They distinguish three stages of nidus formation and development: erythema
stage, carnification stage and atrophy stage. The initial stage is characterized with the
appearance of weakly inflammatory erythema of blue-rose color. No subjective sensations,
that's why they are hardly noticeable for patients. After some time a hardening appears in the
center of the nidus, its color may wary from white to ebony. Thin lilac rim is noticeable on the
hardening edges. Sometimes bulbs appear at the surface of some nidus, some of them are filled
with hemorrhagic content. Atrophy stage – is a stage of the nidus regression, after which
hyperpigmentation remains. Linear skin bound disease is rare in occurrence, mostly seen at
children, more often at girls. A kind of lesion and its character depend on the nidus localization.
Nidus at extremities, cause atrophy of tissues deep inside, including muscular and bone tissues.
At the hairy part of the head niduses pass at the forehead and nose skin, affect skin and tissues
beneath it. At penis nidus have appearance of a ring.
Some doctors consider the illness of white spots as a variant of restricted skin bound disease,
however this point of view is not generally recognized. Small whitish niduses with thin
atrophied skin and erythema corona on age appear at skin. Later on small niduses flow
together, forming large niduses 10 centimeters in size and even more.
In case of Pasini-Pierini atrophoderma affected niduses are localized mainly at the body, they
have pose-blue color, gradually turning into brown. Hardening cold be lightly expressed or
absent at all. This form of disease often followed with plaque or linear skin bound disease.
In case of system skin bound disease, the entire skin is affected. Skin swells, acquires waxy
white color, becomes hard by touch and not mobile. They also distinguish three stages: edema,
sclerosis and atrophy. First stage is characterized by edema appearance, mostly distinguished at
the body, which later moves at the other parts of the body. Skin tightens in large skin folds and
genitals. Skin, being tightened in the joints areas, prevents joint movements. Face mimics
becomes difficult, it resembles a mask. Due to the gullet tightening patient has difficulties with
food swallowing. The last stage of system skin bound disease is characterized by skin and
muscles atrophy, which leads to poikilodermia, hair loss.

«I open Cosmic Teurgy channel BUL at the skin bound disease healing – start!»
I give the following directives:
Restore collagen metabolism;
Normalize fibroplast and smooth muscle cells of the vessels wall activity;
Restore microcirculation;
Restore intravascular aggregate blood properties;
Eliminate calcium salts deposits in the hypodermic cellular tissue;
Restore heart myocardium and endocardium in its initial state;
Eliminate pain in heart, liquid formed between heart capsules, systolic souffles, massive fibrosis
niduses in myocardium.
Restore lungs basal departments in their initial form.
Restore affected kidney vessels in their initial form
Cauterize and destroy peptic ulcers in the gullet, restore peristalsis and rigidity of the gullet
walls in their original form;
Restore nervous system and vegetative stability;
Restore endocrine system in its initial form;
Restore normal blood circulation.
The sixth phase is melanoma cure. Melanoma is a malignant tumor, that appears from
melanocytes. Usually melanoma is of brown or black color, due to melanin production by the
melanocytes. Melanoma is met rather seldom than cancer, but is a more serious disease.
Melanoma is caused by malignant degeneration of skin pigment cells - melanocytes. This type
of cancer is very dangerous, because melanoma quickly comes to metastasis formation, which
disclosure and curation is very difficult. Under specific conditions cancer tumor cells cease to
reproduce and change their form and size, becoming similar to healthy melanocytes. Exactly in
this state they are able to penetrate easily in blood vessels, quickly propagating over the entire
organism. Then, depending on the situation, disguised cancer cells either fall into sleepiness for
a long time, either start to divide, forming a new tumor. The danger of sleeping cancer cells is
that they are not subjected to chemo-therapy influence, which is targeted first of all against
rapidly dividing cells. UV irradiation may damage DNA. Most melanomes have damages in
chromosomes, where DNA is situated. This damage makes DNA less able to control cells growth
and division. In some situations it leads to the beginning of cancer development. Mainly UV
comes from sunlight, but some part – from artificial sources, for example UV cabins. Some
similar influences might have place several years prior to cancer development. However tumor

develops in result of influences, that take place several years ago. Research on connection
between DNA and melanoma are continues, it was discovered that DNA of some genes is often
damaged in melanoma cells, most of these changes are not inherited, and they could be a
result of sun rays influence. There is an opinion that some people are able to restore damaged
DNA better than others, and so they have lower probability of melanoma development.
«I open Cosmic Teurgy channel BUL at the melanoma healing – start!»
I give the following directives:
I block the cancer cells and destroy them;
Eliminate damages in chromosomes;
Restore damaged DNA in its initial form.

FSCs no. 3 and no. 4 - ARRI channel will be added
Designated for the excess weight normalization and restoration of metabolism.

«I open Cosmic Teurgy channel ARRI for the excess weight drop of – start!»
I give the following directives:
Decrease the volume of the astral stomach by 20 %, with time by 30 and 40 percent, 50 percent
and so on, hands should be on a stomach;
Give directive for sleep normalization (8 hours minimum), hands at hemispheres;
Increase hypothalamus ergotic department tone, hands at hemispheres;
Introduce leptin gene into DNA, leptin is an albumen responsible for metabolism and appetite,
hands at hemispheres;
Normalize metabolism in the organism, hands on a stomach;
Regulate brain centers tone changes stability, and shift of the metabolism to slimming, hands at
hemispheres;
Normalize production of endocrine glands hormones, first hands should be at the thyroid gland,
then at pancreas, then at hemispheres;
Normalize enzymes production, hands at stomach;
Normalize carbohydrates and fats splitting process and turning them into glucose, hands at
stomach;

Normalize glucose splitting process and turning it into highly energetic compound, hands at
stomach;
Normalize the process of albumens combustion at amino-acids.
I am closing the channel – stop!

FSC no. 5 - BOUGER channel will be added

Designated for the curation of liver issues
Liver is the main laboratory of the human organism. Every minute approximately 20 million of
chemical reactions take place in this organ. Here blood albumens synthesis is carried, for
example immunoglobulins, which are responsible for so called humoral immunity of the entire
organism, albumins, that hold required amount of water in the blood channels, and others. As
well as synthesis of bile acids, which are necessary for food digestion in thin intestines,
accumulation and decomposition of glucose, the main energy source in the organism. Fats
metabolism takes place in liver, toxins neutralization, and so on.
Liver plays tremendous role in the organism, like a tender conscientious mistress, who strives to
do simultaneously as many jobs as possible. First, to scrub and scour, constantly removing dirt,
not giving it a chance to pile up, as a matter of fact liver neutralizes toxins, that are produced in
the organism in the process of metabolism. It serves as a barrier for poisonous metabolism
products, partly turning them into harmless compounds, partly disintegrating. Some micro –
organisms are detained and killed by the liver.
Second, it takes care about organism nourishment. Liver takes important role in bile
production. Bile plays important role in digestion, especially in assimilation of fats, it breaks fats
at smallest fragments, due to this process they turn in soluble compounds, which come into
blood and lymph systems through mucous coating of the intestines. From gallbladder and bile
ducts bile goes into intestines. When there is no food in stomach bile is produced in low
quantities. One have only to eat, as incoming food immediately causes bile production in liver
cells and increases bile excretion from the gallbladder. Bile activates peristalsis of the
intestines, thus helping food movement in the intestines along with non-assimilated remains.
Bile aids the reduction of the fermenting and putrescent processes in the intestines. All
nutrients, assimilated in the intestines should obligatory go through the liver. Central nervous
system and endocrine glands regulate bile production and other processes that are taking place
in liver.
Third liver function is healing. Main albumens, embodied in the blood plasma (fibrinogen and
prothrombin which are playing important role in blood fibrillation), are produced in liver. Along
with that, substances that slow down blood fibrillation, for example heparin are also produced
in liver.

Fourth, to lay in supplies, hiding them in its own «lumber-room» «on a rainy day». It goes the
following way: carbohydrates, in the form of starch and sugar, taken with food, in the intestines
under influence of digestive juices are turning into glucose. Glucose, being sucked into blood,
comes to liver and turns in it into hardly-soluble compound glycogen. It is deposited both in
liver cells and muscles as a back-up nutritional material, which as required by the organism may
turn back into soluble glucose to feed up heart muscles, nervous system and so on. It is
important that glycogen level in liver would not drop beyond some minimum level, because
glycogen shortage in liver decreases its resistance to various harmful influences. Glycogen
decrease in liver is indicator of its disease. So in case of liver diseases it is important to provide
sufficient glucose income, along with vitamin C, that helps glycogen deposition in liver. And
liver and pancreas regulate sugar content in blood.
There are many reasons that lead to liver diseases, but the main are: poor diet, misuse of
alcohol, sedentary life, virus infections. Gallbladder diseases appear most often at women,
because grown-up womb shifts internal organs, changes gallbladder position, squeezes bile
ducts, increases cholesterol level in blood. It is also known that women breath with thorax and
men with a belly. At masculine type of breathing diaphragm movements aid bile flow along the
bile ducts, at feminine type of breath diaphragm moves a little and bile becomes stale. Such
condition as cirrhosis, which is generally caused by misuse of alcohol, appears more often at
men. Do not overstress your liver give it a rest from heavy food, give it periodical cleanings.
Liver fatigue could be a consequence of long chronical diseases of other organs, for example
the stomach, bile ducts, intestines. Various long influencing production harms, chronic
infections (tuberculosis, syphilis), deficient nutrition and malnutrition pose negative influence
at liver and may cause its tiredness.
Hepatitis A is a common spread phenomenon, it prevails in underdeveloped countries, it could
be also called Botkin disease or icterus. It spreads through contaminated food and water,
children are often suffering from this disease, but it becomes more and more common among
adult people due to the immune deficiency.
Virus B type hepatitis is one of the most widespread liver diseases in the world. In most cases
acute hepatitis B patients recover successfully, and what is important they acquire life-long
immunity to reparative infection. But in case when due to some reason, infected person has
decreased immunity, the acute period may go on unnoticed, the run of the disease
procrastinates and comes into chronic phase. In this case disease progresses slowly and may
later turn into cirrhosis, risk is about 10-20 %, and even into cancer.
Contamination with hepatitis B virus mainly takes place through blood. It takes place when
people use mutual syringes for intravenous narcotics injection, as well as toothbrushes and
razors, when doing tattoos, piercing, manicure, rarely at teeth extraction or when doing
examinations with a breach of skin or mucous coatings, possibly at surgery. That is virus may
enter into organism through sharp cutting tools, at insufficient sterilization some infected blood
particles could stay on the instruments. At blood transfusion contamination may also take
place. In case your sexual partner has hepatitis B virus, then probability of infection transfer

through sperm is 30 %. Virus penetrates even through intact mucous coatings. Domestic
contamination is also possible. If mother has hepatitis B virus, the child could be infected too.
Hepatitis C virus propagates itself in liver and circulates in blood of contaminated people. 80 %
of drug addicted catch hepatitis C virus during the first year of intravenous narcotics injections,
often they get infection at first injection. If your sexual partner has hepatitis C virus, then
probability of contamination at unprotected contact is 3-5 %. In case mother is infected,
probability of giving birth to an infected child does not exceed 5 %. Until 1999, blood
transfusion was the main case of the infection propagation. Nowadays all donor's blood is
tested at hepatitis C anti-bodies presence. Risk of getting infection exists at dentistry, surgery,
medical procedures with mucous coatings violation, tattoo, piercing, manicure, when
instruments are not sterilized properly. In 40 % of cases there is now way to disclose the reason
of the contamination.
Liver steatosis – is fatty degeneration of liver tissues, when liver cells suffer from excessive
accumulation of fats. The main reason of hepatosis is influence of toxic factors at liver,
endocrine violations, poor diet.
Alcohol takes a special place in a row toxic agents. Disease development at people, misusing
alcohol, connected both with alcohol influence at liver cells and with poor diet.
Cirrhosis is a process of normal liver tissue degeneration into scar tissue, that acquires the form
of nodes. This nodes not perform any useful functions nor help liver to perform its functions,
squeezing blood vessels, bile ducts and normal liver tissue. In this case violation of production
and accumulation of vitally important substances in liver is taking place, neutralization of toxic
compounds becomes worse.
Liver is a main frontier, which takes the entire volume of compounds, that come from
intestines, upon itself. Among with substances that are useful and necessary for the organism,
poisonous and even harmful compounds are also present. Liver neutralizes this dangerous
compounds and returns them into the intestines with bile. And if liver works poorly, then
poisonous compounds penetrate into blood. The most common reason of hepatitis B and C
development is the alcohol misuse. Thou it is not estimated clearly what amount of alcohol and
what time is required for the cirrhosis development, alcohol addiction is considered to be the
main reason. Most patients, suffering from this issue, consumed not less than half a liter of
strong alcohol beverages or several liters of wine or beer at least for 10 years. The more is daily
alcohol intake, the quicker the cirrhosis develops.
«I am opening Cosmic Teurgy channel BOUGER for liver cure – start!»
I give the following directives:
I clean out and enlighten three fissures of the liver;
I clean liver gates from slugs;
I clean liver vessels, hepatic duct, cystic duct, bile duct from negative deposits and slugs;

Restore normal work of liver capillary and liver veins;
Start liver regeneration;
Burn out all negative built-ups;
Give powerful anti-virus for elimination of all hepatitis viruses from A to G;
Eliminate skin itching, yellowness and pains in the right under the rib area, spider veins at the
body;
Deduce remains of carcinogenic substances from liver;
Normalize pressure in liver veins;
Remove bleedings from gastrointestinal tract;
Eliminate belly dropsy and a symptom of medusa's head;
Stop liver disintegration processes;
Restore liver performance in its initial form.

Green series

Harmony – ISHILL channel will be added

Designated for pacification and calming
It often happens that an individual boils up without any rhyme of reason, explodes, starts to
shout, bulges eyes, goes mad. It is emotional explosion, when a man cannot control his own
emotional state. Surrounding people are able to push an individual out of a normal state due to
their subconscious influences, and also people practicing black magic or witchcraft, acting on
someone’s request or order.
“I open Cosmic Teurgy ISHILL channel for calming and pacification of my (wife, husband, son,
daughter, mother in law, friend, colleague, neighbor) – start!”
I give the following directives:
Clean negative programs from all thin bodies, both implanted by will or spontaneous;
Eliminate all negative emotions at the astral level: malice, rage, hater, envy, offence and so on;
Fill all thin bodies with Heavenly Love energies;

Success - a set of classical cosmoenergy channels “ Success Formula” will be added

Aids harmonization and synchronization of brain hemispheres;
Stimulates ability to learning;
Aids to revealing and manifestation of vital potential;
Aids to formulate goals and set up priorities.

Women’s Amulet – INIHI channel will be added

ININHI Channel is designated for elimination of the crown of celibacy and “the seal of
loneliness”.
The crown of celibacy is a very complicated karmic problem, at which a woman is unable to
marry or generally to live with any man. Men may appear, but not for a long time, and quickly
disappear without obvious reason. Often they inflict the crown of celibacy in order to interrupt
some kin or familia. If one has to be alone in accordance with your fate, then you would not
have a line of marriage on your left hand. If one has inflicted crown of celibacy, these lines
would absent at the right hand, but they should present at a left hand. Modern half-magicians
and fortunetellers interpret any problem, connected with women’s loneliness as the crown of
celibacy. Not knowing the difference they often mix it with “the seal of loneliness”, loneliness
oath, or country magic for loneliness. Only high level professional sorcerer may inflict the crown
of celibacy. Another point is that a woman may receive the crown of celibacy on her own,
without sorcerer’s “help”, as punishment from God for rude intrusion into other’s people life
with a help of black magic. Nowadays it happens more or less often. And the reason is a most
widespread love-potion when menstrual blood is added into wine. A woman, striving to pick up
a man, do not guess at what struggles she condemns both him and herself.
In magic under the crown of celibacy they understand absolute loss by a woman of possibility
to experience sexual stimulation. Such woman not only able to marry nor give birth to a child
and simply date with men. Generally, she does not perceive men and everything, that is related
with sex does not exist for her. Most women with the crown of celibacy are not aware about
their state. They may have a high spiritual goal in life, for the sake of which they notice nothing
around them. As a rule it is artists – painters, poets, thinkers, devotees of their stuff, they
simply do not need worldly pleasures. Only few with age start to give a thought, why things are
better at other people, and they do not have neither family nor children. It is possible to take of
the crown of celibacy only by consent of the woman herself, otherwise it will be possible to
change nothing, after all a woman could be content with her situation.
Where the crown of celibacy comes from? The reason is general violation of energy circulation
in the organism. In case some centers (chakras) are blocked, then energy does not come there
directly and goes sideways. As a rule, at people with the crown of celibacy sexual energy
centers are violated. At that block at the lower chakra at women would not obligatory result in
the crown of celibacy, it could be different sexual deviations – wrong sexual orientation or
frigidity. Such deviations do not result in complete loss of the interest to the opposite gender
and creation of the family, but often serve as a basis for development of a program of sexual
contacts refusal by a woman herself. With time such a program may become strong and go to
realization, but years should pass for it. Real crown of celibacy would not vanish on itself. If the
chakra, responsible for the sexual functions is not working, such a woman would not have a
“fire”, she would not attract anyone and she herself would not have a feeling towards anyone.
If, along with that the work of the heart chakra is also violated, such a woman becomes cold,
calculating, boring and heartless. At violations in other chakras misbalance will be in the fields

of communication, intuition, ability to react adequately at life events. Such a woman will be
reserved, egoistic, anxious, lazy. And the more violations at the information level, the less are
chances to create a family. Unless the crown of celibacy would be removed, some personality
defects would take place. It is exactly the main reason for taking the crown of celibacy off, not
for jumping into marriage quickly. As a rule, people with the crown of celibacy are unable to
make this step on their own, it is necessary to bring them carefully to this step. All other people
who are having not the crown of celibacy, but so called negative programs may understand
themselves, that they should change their reference points. If you are not able to marry, it is
not obligatory that you have the crown of celibacy. The reasons could be quiet prosaic and
often have reasons in wrong breading. Types of perception and behavior formed in childhood,
pose their imprint on women's behavior with men. Often they are too exacting, or too shy or
suffer from a guilt complex and a give a man they like to a best girlfriend, or consider
themselves plain girls and behave as plain Jane, repelling men this way. If men are not noticing
you, then look for a reason inside. Often the problem is connected with specific feminine biochemistry. Check, and if necessary restore your normal hormonal balance, and attention of
men will return to you. Subconsciously men react at elusive smell of pheromones: here is the
woman of mine! And of course you should learn to look as a woman – then men will be at your
feet!
The crown of celibacy – sounds so beautiful and mysterious! And what is important –
frightening, as if something hopeless and final is implied. Let's try to sort things out. As usual,
we have two pieces of news – good and bad. The bad one - the crown of celibacy exists. The
good one – it occurs rather seldom. What should one imply under the term? First about what is
not. Suppose, a young woman, graduated from the 9-th class, and working as a sales assistant,
without fail wants to marry a member of board of directors of some large bank, or at least a
department head. Tall and handsome, jolly and madly in love with her. She does not want to
lower her requirements to candidates. Years are passing, and not a single banker was washed
ashore. What is the reason? Yes, she is absolutely sure, that she has the crown of celibacy,
because otherwise her life would be different. And she would run to withdraw it for any
money. What are the chances that she will meet her mature age on board of her own yacht
with a baker-husband close by? Correct, almost null. Because the crown of celibacy, ostensibly
preventing her happiness, has nothing to do with the situation.
Let's take another example. «Loving» mother in hearts says to her daughter: «who ever will
need you!». Once, then again and again. What a power over us have those to whom we get
used to entrust, to whom our heart is opened! After a couple of unsuccessful affairs, this very
thought «who ever will need you!» will be forever imprinted in daughter's head. As a result
relations with potential candidates to bridegroom hardly will reach logical final. Take off the
crown of celibacy or not, nothing will come of it, because it is not the case here as well. One
should work with a person for disbandment of her mental directives and repeated scenarios.
And if you quarreled with neighbor woman and shouted at hearts: «Let you never marry!» or
«Let you stay single all your life! Let you never have children and die alone!» There are two
variants of this scenario development: you became frightened and start to work out proposed
scenario on your own (and in this case action mechanism is similar to the previous example), or

you do not give a damn about it and forget all these, but after ten years or so, you understand
that everything goes exactly in this way. This means damnation. And it is often possible to help
you. It is a bit closer to the crown of celibacy than at above mentioned cases, nut still far from
being it. The crown of celibacy influences a human being not from the inside, it is alien to her
extraneous formation, created by some one from the outside, not by the individual. Crown is a
structure, that could be put on the individual. And what is put on fences from influences from
the outside. The crown of celibacy most often is made by the order of «good wishers». To put
on the crown of celibacy on a human being is not that easy, as throw out a damnation. That's
why the crown of celibacy cases are met rarely than evil eye, spoiling or destructive work of the
individual. It is not a coincidence that this structure was called a crown. Crown is put on the
individual from above, confining a person in embrace, but not too tight. Subjectively the crown
is not felt, it does not weight upon, does not interfere with a normal course of daily life. One
does not feel uneasiness in movements inside the crown, a human being continues to exercise
normal energy exchange with the surrounding environment. For better clearness it is worth to
point out, that the crown of celibacy may look as a big crown, turned its prongs down, put on a
human being in such a way that prongs stick into earth. One continues to live, not suspecting
that one is inside such a crown. It is natural that it is not possible to come close to such a
person, maximum to stand close at different sides of the crown. So if an individual is active,
some love affairs may start, but people are not able to became really close. This brings to a
series of affairs, which end up with parting, and even at most beautiful relations, people are not
reaching a stage of living together or marriage. Often an active person even does not give a
thought that something is going wrong. If a person is passive, there could be no any close
relations with the opposite gender, from the moment the crown of celibacy was put on. On the
other hand such a person would quicker give a though about such state of affairs, in
comparison with the active one, to which the crown does not impede to be the object of the
opposite gender attention. The crown of celibacy is rarely noticeable, it resembles invisible
electric fence, which is impossible to cross. It holds an individual inside allotted territory of the
world, preventing individual to intersect with worlds of other people. The crown of celibacy is a
negative energy-informational program, that serves as a reason, that prevents creation of a
family by this individual. In essence and infliction methodic it is close to black magic. Such black
program works for nobody would notice the woman, did not fix his attention at her, as a
potential object for creation of the family and prolongation of kin. Or in a more complicated
variant, such a woman, non depending on her outer looks, cause only negative emotions in
men, that vary from dismissive attitude to uncovered aggression. Often, along with this, they
implant into a woman a program, killing her desire to contact with anybody, that results in
development of indifference towards surrounding people. Totality of above mentioned
measures is able to make lonely any, even most wanted beauty. Such a crown of celibacy is
magically inflicted. But the crown could be also «introduced», often the reason is karma, a
woman is working out negative karma, as a rule it is inherited from the fourth-fifth generation
in a female line. In this case working out of ancestral sins takes place through her. The crown of
celibacy could be also a consequence of kin damnation, in this case all women in a kin (mother,
grandmother) live their lives in loneliness. Recently psychology crown of celibacy meets more
and more often. The reasons of such crowns hide in personal qualities, worldviews and

character features. Such crowns could be taken off quickly and painless if a victim is ready to
listen to the advices of the professional and change her consciousness, way of life and relations.
With correct diagnostics and competent approach it is possible to help to aby woman.
Psychology crown of celibacy is often seen in commanding, energetic and independent women.
Such dames have distinguishing social activity because unrealized energy of family program,
which is basically in every woman, seeks exits in other behavioral programs. She lives with her
wits instead of feelings. She dreams of a prince, and want that someone would make her
happy, strew with cares and gifts, surround with an ocean of tenderness. But on her side she is
not ready to make anyone happy and does not consider it necessary. As a consequence, despite
her success in business, career and possible attractiveness, men pass them by. No one wants to
put this one way. From the first days of becoming acquainted such type of woman directs all
her powers at recasting potential husband in accordance with her needs. Such women should
analyze themselves and their behavior, correct their life directives, to stop being a leader
everywhere. No one owes you anything, and in order to receive love and respect of future
husband, one should cease trying to put him under her heel.
Understated self-appraisal of a woman could also be a reason of loneliness. In most such cases
it is a guilt of parent. Shortsightedness, or sometimes banal stupidity of some mothers is often
shocking. In cases when parent quarrel in presence of their children, when family atmosphere is
impregnated with mutual dislike or even hater, where constant deception is a norm of
everyday life, when half-mad mothers and fathers compensate their wretchedness with
strictness in relation to a child, timid and notorious children grew up, especially it is true in
relation to girls. Such people often are not able to organize their personal life in future. They do
not believe in love, do not see their own positive qualities and unable to emphasize them. They
are not able to call forth the interest of others and prefer to stay in the shade. It is not difficult
to predict the result of such behavior – their destiny is loneliness. Or on the contrary, their self
esteem is too high. Beauty, sportswoman, clever woman. She feels boring with most
pretenders, she does not see a deserving one around. One in a million is able to meet her
criteria and break through into her world, you can calculate yourself the chances for happiness
of such a young woman. There are also aggressive women, they are not able to be happy in a
full value marriage. Painful menstruations is the first indicator of heightened aggression to the
surrounding world. Aggressor always tries to change a feminine role at masculine. First she
becomes actively practical, then simply martial. Only womanlike man (with prevailing Yin
energy) could exist close to such a woman, who gladly takes on him home duties and
babysitting. There are only few such men, so aggressor has very shadowy chances to happiness.
Magic crown of celibacy is a negative energy-informational program, introduced into energy
system of the victim in accordance with someone's malicious intent. Actually it is spoiling at
loneliness. It results in unattractiveness, which repels the opposite gender at the subconscious
instinctive level, on a level of energetic parameters. As a result, opposite gender passes by a
victim without obvious reasons, no efforts to mend the situation are bringing results. Such
spoilage is inflicted through blocking of energy in lower chakras, that abruptly decreases sexual
attractiveness of the victim.

Crown as a consequence as the kin damnation, could be always explained by karmic reasons
and inherited through kin. In such families a tendency could be traced that all women in a keen
remained single. That's why it is not difficult to diagnose such a state independently.
Damnation is an egregore of the kin, developed by many generations. The older is damnation,
the longer the egregor was fed, the more powerful it is, and it is more difficult to tear a woman
out of its power. More to it, in such families people could be met, who have only negative
experience of interaction with the opposite gender. The process of such negative accumulation
goes on the rise during several lives, and the longer such karma accumulates, the more difficult
has an individual to work it out. Subconsciously understanding the complexity of the problem,
many women go to monasteries and work out their karma completely there, suppressing the
damnation of a kin. This way is too cruel, there is a possibility to get rid of the problem without
sacrificing one's life and individual happiness.
In a worldly sense the crown of celibacy is a doom for life time loneliness. In essence it is a kin
damnation, super-powerful negative energy pulse with a specific program. In an aura, that
people with clairvoyance are able to see, such structures are visible in a form of a cone. And the
crown of celibacy resembles a crown, turned its tooth down. Women, marked with this
damnation, become not noticeable for men. They could be clever and pretty, but men pass
them by a kilometer away. Another appearance of the crown of celibacy is garland made from
wildflowers, or a steel hoop around the head, which has thorns directed inside, or a barbed
wire around the head, or in a form of a little crown, which closes the chakra of the Luna (Adjna)
and sticks into temples with its teeth.
«I open Cosmic Teurgy channel INIHI for the elimination of the crown of celibacy and “the seal
of loneliness” – start!»
I give the following directives:
Take of the garland made from wildflowers from the person's head;
Take of the steel hoop from the person's head;
Take of the barbed wire from the person's head;
Take of the little crown from the person's Luna chakra;
Take of the big crown, put its teeth downwards, which tooth are going into Earth the from the
person's head;
After that – Fill the thin bodies of this person with clear light energies.

Healthy Generation – KUUY channel will be added

Designated for working with children under 12
Those, who are aware of esoteric knowledge, know, that children under 12 are under mother's
aura. Only in the age of 12-14 years, they develop their own stable aura, that is separated from
their mother's. until this age, prior to child cleaning and healing, one should obligatory clean
out and heal mother, and if there is such a possibility – a father as well.
It is not safe to use channels with which we heal adults for a child, because this channels bear
very powerful energies, and a child has now fully developed aura of his own. Chakras and
meridians in children are very delicate, so energies that would work with them more carefully
are needed for them. Energy of this channel is designated especially for this.
1. Cleaning of chakras, meridians and thin bodies.
«I am opening Cosmic Teurgy channel KUUY for cleaning of thin bodies, meridians and chakras
from negative influences and negative programs – start!»
I am giving the following directives:
Clean chakras from negative influences and negative programs and tune them at fine vibration
of the «Light» Cosmos;
Clean meridians from negative influences and negative programs and tune them at fine
vibration of the «Light» Cosmos;
Clean thin bodies from negative influences and negative programs and tune them at fine
vibration of the «Light» Cosmos.
2. Treatment.
«I am opening Cosmic Teurgy channel KUUY for treatment of liver (spleen, lungs, specify organ)
– start!»
I am giving the following directives:
Cut off all negative ties (energy-hoses, bundle) above the head, under the feet, from the left
and from the right sides, on front and on the back, and send them back from where they came
to their master;
Clean out (specify organ) from negative influences and negative programs and fill with clean
and light energy of the Universe;
Carry on treatment of (specify organ) using general methodic.
3. Replenishment.
«I am opening Cosmic Teurgy channel KUUY for replenishment – start!»

4. Protection.
«I am opening Cosmic Teurgy channel KUUY for protection – start!»
Lilac series

FSC no. 10 – BAGANA channel will be added

Designated for treatment of diseases, connected with bone system
Arthritis is a disease of joints, which has inflammatory character. In most cases this disease is a
consequence of survived infection conditions, such as tuberculosis, tonsillitis, typhus,
dysentery and so on. Arthritis can develop in result of joint trauma, long intoxication of the
organism, supercooling. Mainly arthritis develops at infection diseases. Reactive arthritis
develops after infections, but microbes do not enter into the joint cavity. Mainly reactive
arthritis develop at violation in the immunity system. Reactive arthritis may also develop in
result of various virus, bacterium and other infections, non depending on their heaviness, often
after urinary ducts infections.
Rheumatoid arthritis differs from reactive arthritis mainly with chronical inflammation of
extremities joints. Immunity violations lead to development of stable arthritis and destruction
of joints, and also to development of systemic failure of connective tissues and vessels.
Rheumatoid arthritis is a serious joint disease, generally it develops at people in middle and
elderly age. This disease belongs to autoimmune class. The reason is in the immune system
malfunction. Instead of protecting organism, immune system attacks it, at that small joints start
to ache first, generally palms of the hands, then disease engulfs all other joints.
Osteoarthritis is a disease at which all joint components are involved, first of all – cartilage, and
also surrounding bone tissue, synovial capsule, ligaments, periarticular muscles.
Osteoarthritis are chronical diseases of the joints, which develop after joint trauma, as a
consequence of metabolism misbalance, at excess weight and also at constant physical loads.
All joints are subjected to osteoarthritis, both large (ankle-joints, cubital, knee-joint, hip joint)
and small. Osteoarthritis may also involve spinal column joints. If we would consider involved
joint in details, we would see that internal joint surface, cartilage and bone tissue are involved
into the process. They go to ruins gradually and cartilage becomes thin and grows numb. Bone
tissue may undergo different changes of form, it is seen as lumpy outgrowth.
Osteoarthritis is chronical progressive degenerative diseases, which is characterized by the joint
cartilage degradation, with changes in bone tissue and development of regional accretions
(osteophytes), leading to loss of cartilage and involvement of synovial capsule, ligaments.
Osteoarthritis is most common form of joint pathology, generally it develops in middle and
elderly age. In a young age it could be met after joint trauma, inflammatory processes.
Pathology process at osteoarthritis involves the loss of hyaline joint cartilage with

accompanying changes in subhondral bone, development of regional accretions (osteophytes)
and swelling of the locking bone plate (subhondral sclerosis). Soft tissues structures in the joint
and around it became affected. Cartilage tissue, which main function is joint adaptation to
physical load, is affected most of all. Degeneration and loss of chondrocytus is taking place at
osteoarthritis, the quantity of glycosaminoglukans is decreased, their loss leads to cartilage
strength loss and its degeneration. Bone tissue response shows in its swelling and osteophytes
formation. Proinflammatory cytokines, which activate ferments, that take place in cartilage
destruction, play important role at the development of retrograde processes in cartilage.
Osteochondrosis is degenerative-diastrophic process, to which vertebrae bodies and
intervertebral disks are subjected. Neck osteochondrosis conditioned by degradation of the
intervertebral disks in the neck department, that causes pains and discomfort in the neck area.
In case neck osteochondrosis is complicated with hernias or intervertebral disks protrusions,
pain may spread at shoulder, hands and the head. At that it could be not only pain in hands, but
also finger numbness, physical weakness of hands. At the thoracic osteochondrosis degradation
of the intervertebral discs in the spinal column thoracic department is taking place. Thoracic
osteochondrosis may be a reason of pains in discomfort in the thorax, internal organs, entire
spine surface and in the spinal column thoracic department. Thoracic osteochondrosis may
also be a reason of low sensitivity of the spine, sides and thorax, be a reason of muscle
weakening.
The feature of this disease is that along with muscles it involves also heart muscle. BeckerKiner dystrophy is a benign form of this disease. It happens relatively seldom, inheritance laws
are the same as at Dushenne muscular dystrophy, generally disease starts in the age of 10-15,
progress relatively slowly, patients preserve capability of working for a long time.
Limb-girdle muscular dystrophy or Erb's muscular dystrophy happens often. As a rule, first
symptoms appear in the ages of 14-16, progress relatively fast, noticeable restriction in working
capability comes in the age of 20-25. Weakness and atrophy of muscles appears first in pelvis,
then in proximal areas of the legs. Later process spreads at the shoulder belt muscles.
Sometimes paresis in hands and legs develop simultaneously. Pseudo-hypertrophy is not
characteristic for this form. Face and hart muscles are not involved. Intellect does not suffer.
Landusy-Dejerin muscular dystrophy – shoulder-scapula-face form meets more seldom than
Erb’s and Dushenne’s forms. Diseases starts in the age of 12-20, progressing rather slowly. First
face muscles are involved, then shoulder area muscles and then proximal hands areas. Scapula
blades are directed backwards are characteristic for this condition, face is without expression
with a characteristic look due to mouth and eyes circular muscles weakness. There are forms, at
which in developed stage, distal departments of the legs are affected, especially front group of
the shank muscles, that results in foot overhanging and gait change. Both genders are
subjected, it could be a family disease – both parents and several children.
Myositis – is an inflammation of the skeletal muscles. It may appear as complication of different
diseases, for example flu. Often the reason is muscles overstrain as a result of unaccustomed
physical load or muscle trauma. Aching pains, that become stronger at motions, appear at

myositis. Not rarely dense nodes could be palpated in muscles. Suppurative myositis may
develop in case of an open trauma, as a consequence of infection ingress, it could show itself
with increased temperature, shivering, gradual strengthening of pain, swelling, muscle
hardening and tightening, skin reddening.
Parasitic myositis is a singular form, that develops due to parasite infection in muscles (trichina,
cysticercosis) and characterized with fever, pains in extremities, thorax, tongue, chewing
muscles.
Myalgia is a muscle pain, spontaneous or caused by palpation. Could be met at various
diseases. Myalgia is connected with violation of the muscle cells membranes penetrance,
edema, or inflammatory changes in muscles. It may develop at healthy people after
unaccustomed physical job or over-training at sportsmen. Often it characterizes with moderate
intumescence and hardening of overstressed muscles.
Tendonitis is an inflammation inside or around the tendon, and similarly to muscle pains caused
by overstress, it could be painful. But if a muscle pain is a temporary phenomenon, the
tendonitis is very persistent and painfulness remains. And in case one continues to make the
tendon work in the same rhythm that provoked the disease, it would be extremely difficult to
cope with it. Everyone from world class runners to window-washers and typists could be
subjected to this disease.
Tenosynovitis is an inflammation of the synovial cover of the tendon sheath, generally the
reason of its development are small periodic traumas of the tendon. More often tenosynovitis
affects tendons of the big toe rear surface, causing pains in carpometacarpal joint in motion.
Tenosynovitis could have an infection creptitant forms. Infection tenosynovitis arises at
penetration of extrinsic microorganisms into the tendon sheath through skin chaps, wounds,
grazes or as agnail complications. Its development comes through serous, sero-fibrinous and
suppurative inflammation stages. Accompanied with pains along the tendon direction which
intensify at fingers or palm movements, skin reddening or edema, local temperature rise and
other manifestations of the intoxication.
Creptitant tenosynovitis is an aseptic inflammation of the tendon sheath, that appear at the
rear surface of the hand or forearm, mainly as a professional disease at piano players, typists,
dairymaids and so on. Main creptitant tenosynovitis symptoms are: painfulness in the tendon
area and crepitation (crackle) in the rear of the hand or forearm, appearing at fingers
movements.
Contructure of the Achilles tendon is a shortening of the heel tendon, that causes pain, and
restricting pains in the ankle joint. Contructure of the Achilles tendon could be caused by
innate skeleton anomalies or develop in result of incorrect gait (for example at women, who
wear high-heeled shoos). At the developed stage of the disease along with pains increase, the
ability to bend a leg normally reduces. When trying to bend a knee up to the stop, abrupt pain
in joint and crackle appear. More to it, the ability to unbent the leg completely also
deteriorates. Sick person walks at slightly bent legs. It becomes noticeable that the joint is

deformed. Restriction of knee-joint movements and its deformation are connected with the
narrowing of the joint gap – lowering the distance between the bones, growth of the bone
“pikes” – osteophytes, and thickening and flattering of joining bones. In addition to above
mentioned none deformations, knee outer shape could change due to excessive internal
pressure of the synovial fluid. Often it happens because of synovitis (bone tissues
inflammation). Generally it is easy to tell if the knee deformation is caused by bone shape
changes or synovitis. If you would press with your finger at the deformed area, then in case of
synovitis its elasticity would be felt as if you are pressing at a balloon filled with water. When
pressing at bone accretion, only hard hindrance could be felt, and often with a gritting of
bones, rubbing each other.
Reactive arthritis. The name itself implies that disease is a reaction at something, in a given case
– at other illnesses. Reactive arthritis belong to a group of joint diseases, that are connected
with infections, at that infection only plays a role of a starting factor, there is no pathogen
microbes in the joints, arthritis is the reaction of the organism at them. Reactive arthritis
appears instantly or after a series of frequent and quite benign infectious diseases. They are
virus or bacterium infections of nasopharynx, urinary tract or sexual organs. Reactive arthritis
may have various manifestations. Patient say that 1-3 weeks prior articular changes
appearance, there was acute respiratory disease, intestinal distress or frequent and painful
urination. Arthritis starts with acute phase, temperature rises, general condition worsens. Large
joints of lower extremities became affected first – knee, ankle, heel, metatarsophalangeal and
interphalangeal. Hand joints are involved more seldom. Arthritis often starts with one joint, and
then during 1-2 weeks pathology process spreads at other joints. Joints swell, pains are severe,
joints functioning is restricted, often pains involve the spinal column.
The Reiter's syndrome is a typical form of reactive arthritis. Along with changes in joints, signs,
that indicate eyes and urinary tract involvement appear.
Rheumatoid arthritis is the most common joint inflammatory disease. At this disease mainly the
joints are affected, but gradually other organs could be also involved. In distinction from
rheumatism, joint violations are progressing, locomotor apparatus suffers. The reason of
rheumatoid arthritis is not clearly established, virus nature is assumed. There are risk factors,
age and gender relate to them, women over 40 suffer more often. Genetic predisposition is
pointed out. They also distinguish some diseases that precede rheumatoid arthritis – some skin
allergy issues, nasopharynx infections.
The involvement of small joints of hands and feet is characteristic for rheumatoid arthritis, but
large joints could be involved as well. The beginning of the diseases may have acute phase and
may be creeping, pains appear at one or two hand or feet joints, motion ability becomes
restricted. Joints themselves are oedomatic, skin above them is reddened. Moderate
temperature rise is possible. Characteristic feature of rheumatoid arthritis is morning constraint
in joints, when one has “to work out” affected joints for 20-30 minutes after wakeup.
Note that medicines which are traditionally used for joint pains killing (aspirin, voltaren,
indomethacin), give effect slowly, pains and restrictions in joint functions hold on for

considerable time. Gradually inflammation process calms down, but soon another acute phase
comes. Other joints become affected, often symmetrical to the already involved. Process
progresses but with various tempo. Along with changes of joints form, due to inflammatory
swelling of the surrounding tissues, steady deformation develops gradually. Muscles, situated
close to the affected joints became thin, their power weakens. Skin around joint also becomes
thin, puckered, easily subjected to traumas.
Psoriatic arthritis. Psoriasis a very widespread skin disease, but recently it was proved that
numerous organism systems are also involved. Arthritis, being joint inflammation, is one of the
manifestations of the psoriasis sistemathy. Joint problems usually develop after skin
manifestations, more rarely – simultaneously. Inflammatory changes in interphalangeal joints
of hands and feet are considered to be typical manifestations of the psoriatic arthritis.
Phalanges change in such a way that acquire radish-like shape. This changes are followed with
specific coloring and nail changes. More to it, all finger joints could be involved into affection,
in this case fingers resemble sausages. Bent of the fingers takes place seldom.
Podagra is a disease, known to humanity from ancient times, as early as in 150 b. c., famous
doctor Galen wrote that this disease is caused by dissoluteness, incontinence, heredity. Under
dissoluteness and incontinence Galen implied excessive alcohol consumption, overeating and
adiposity that is connected with it. Modern science deciphered podagra mechanisms, and
Galen’s opinion is completely confirmed. Podagra essence is that at people with heredity
predisposition to this disease, on chain of albumens metabolism is distorted, that results in
excessive production of purines and even uric acid. The quantity of uric acid in blood increases,
its excretion with urine increases as well, in this case uric acid precipitates, crystallizes. Uric acid
crystals are deposited at the inner surfaces of joints, skin, renal tubules cells. Inflammation
develops in joint – arthritis, stones form in kidneys, in skin characteristic little nodes are
forming. Inflammation of big toe joints at one of the legs is a typical podagra manifestation.
Often podagra comes as a part of inherited metabolic syndrome, that also includes obesity,
diabetes and hypertension. So called secondary podagra happens relatively seldom, it is
connected with acquired prolonged hyperyricemia (leucosis in a period of treatment with
cytostatics, that results in mass blood cells disintegration, with liberation of purine bases;
kidneys affection with violation of their nitrogen-deducing function; chronic lead intoxication;
some congenital heart disorders).
Osteomyelitis. Only dilettante reckon that break is the worst thing that may happen with our
bones. What a delusion! Disease with difficult name osteomyelitis is much more serious and
horrible. Pathogenic infection penetrate inside the bone and starts to bore from within, that
results in inflammation pesthole. Both bone marrow and bone tissue are affected. Diseases
may have both acute and chronic character. Osteomyelitis is often caused by the following
bacterium: streptococcus, staphylococcus, salmonella and intestines bacillus. More seldom
bone infection may develop as complication of tuberculosis, syphilis, leprosy and some other
diseases. Infection may penetrate into bone in two ways: internal and external. In the first case
infection could be carried out with the blood flow from some remote pathogenic pesthole
(hematogenous osteomyelitis). It could take place at caries, antritis, quinsy and so on. The

second starting mechanism is trauma. Infection penetrates into bone at open bone-brakes, fire
injuries, non-sterile surgery (traumatic osteomyelitis).
Radiculitis sneaks up imperceptibly. It seems no signs of trouble, and suddenly one angular
movement and it “shoots” in the back. To such a degree that tears flow from the eyes, not
possible to bent down neither to unbent. It is no need to explain what is radiculitis to those
who experienced it at least once. In accordance with statistics every eights tellurian in the age
above forty suffers from radiculitis. To our sorrow, during several latest decades these disease
grew young again. Nowadays not only elderly men complain at radiculitis, but relatively young
men as well. Among them are many professional sportsmen and people engaged in mental
work, those who are sitting at computers. Spinal column has the spinal cord inside it, from
which numerous nerves are coming out, they are responsible for co-tuned performance of the
entire organism. In case these nerves are damaged or inflamed, radiculitis appears.
Neck radiculitis is characterized with severe pains in neck and in the back of the head. Cough
and any head movements intensify this pain. In some cases people with neck cough may suffer
from head spinning, worsening of hearing, wobbly step. At neck and shoulder radiculitis cutting
pain appears in neck, shoulders and arms. At thorax radiculitis pain surges as if encircle the
thorax. And finally the most well-known kind of radiculitis – the lumbosacral, exactly the one
when it is not possible to sit down nor to stand up. Severe pains in the spine, especially when
walking and bending down.
Intervertebral hernia is a displacement of a deformed intervertebral disks. These changes are
most common in ages from 20 till 50, and they are one of the most frequent reasons of
temporary incapability to work or even disability of the patient. Intervertebral hernias are the
most commonplace and the heaviest manifestations of the spinal column osteochondrosis.
Disease starts in result of the intervertebral disk break, hernia that forms in result, protrudes
back and sideway, presses at the nerve root In place where it comes out of the spinal column
channel, and causes its inflammation, accompanied by the oedema. That’s why pains and loss
of sensitivity appear a day after the disease starts. Pinched nerve root sends pain pulses into a
brain, which are perceived by the patient as if they are coming from the leg. Part of the nerve,
which is situated outside the clamped area, almost ceases to function, that leads to abrupt loss
of sensitiveness and appearance of weakness in the leg.

«I am opening Cosmic Teurgy channel BAGANA at the arthritis cure – start!»
I give the following directives:
To clean out (some specific group of) joints from negative slugs, from any negative blocks;
I give powerful anti-virus for elimination of the joints inflammation, their swelling and
reddening;
With powerful laser energy, destroy bone viruses, infection, microbes, bacterium;

Wipe out peeling reddish spots at the affected areas;
Eliminate tumors, swellings of joints and restore joints in their original form;
Restore joint synovial capsule in its initial form.

«I am opening Cosmic Teurgy channel BAGANA at the arthrosis cure – start!»
I give the following directives:
Clean out cartilage tissues from negative influences and slugs;
I give powerful anti-virus for fighting with infections, bacterium, slugs;
Restore intra-articular liquid in its original form;
Restore violated blood circulation and changes in the joint synovial capsule;
Restore proteoglycan molecules in their initial form;
Restore cartilages elasticity and shock-absorbing properties;
Reinforce chondrocytes cells performance;
Restore ruined collagen fibers;
Restore smooth sliding of intra-articular surfaces;
Stop consolidation of the joint head and restore it in its original form;
Stop bone tissue growing and outgrowth (osteophytes) formation;
Stop joint capsule and synovial capsule corrugation;
Restore normal circulation of the intra-articular liquid, make it runny non viscous;
Normalize distance between the socket of the hip and the joint head of the hip bone, restore
joint gap in necessary dimension;
Restore muscle system of the leg, make muscles elastic.

«I am opening Cosmic Teurgy channel BAGANA at the ostechondrosis cure – start!»
I give the following directives:
Clean out intervertebral discs tissues from negative sediments;
Stop dehydration of the nucleus pulposys, restore its performance in its initial form;
Make intervertebral discs (or intervertebral fibrocartilages) elastic in its initial form;
Make intervertebral discs elastic, eliminate cracks and splits on them;
Destroy hernia and insert nucleus pulposys on its place;
Give powerful anti-virus for elimination of the inflammation process, infections, bacterium,
microbes and viruses;
Clean out sacrum lumbar and median arteries from negative slugs, remove artery bends, widen
narrow places;
Eliminate anti- intervertebral discs antibodies;
Place all vertebras at their places;
Restore normal amount of liquid in nucleus pulposys, restore intervertebral holes;
Eliminate clamping of the spinal cord nerve roots;
Remove edema, destroy vertebras bone outgrowth (osteophytes, spikes, feelers);
Remove normal blood circulation.

«I am opening Cosmic Teurgy channel BAGANA at the osteporosis cure – start!»
I give the following directives:
Clean out joints from negative sediments, dark coating, negative slugs;
Reinforce performance of the osteogenic cells;
Restore normal work of bone cells for collagen synthesis;
Restore normal amounts of calcium, zinc, phosphorus, manganese, copper, magnesium, boron
for the organism bone system.
Restore bone mass in porous and compact layers in necessary quantities;
Reinforce bone tissue strength;

Restore all violations of the bone tissue structure into their initial form;
Eliminate all excessive strontium and lead in the organism.

«I am opening Cosmic Teurgy channel BAGANA at the radiculitis cure – start!»
I give the following directives:
Clean spinal column lumbar department structures from negative slugs;
Remove clumping and inflammation of the thigh-bone and sciatic nerves and restore them in
their initial form;
Remove pain syndrome.

«I am opening Cosmic Teurgy channel BAGANA at the intervertebral hernias cure – start!»
I give the following directives:
Clean out intervertebral joints from negative;
Normalize muscles pressure, created at spasm:
Eliminate clamping of the nerve roots;
Clean out the spinal column from negative slugs and enlighten it with clear Saturn energies;
Eliminate acute spine muscles spasm, restore them in their original form;
Eliminate intervertebral disk protrusion, restore it in its original form;
Eliminate pain syndrome;
Restore injured fiber;
Eliminate cracks of internal fibers in the fibrous ring;
Widen intervertebral holes;
Restore nucleous pulposys position to its original form.

FSC no. 11 – ISTSU channel will be added

ISTSU channel is designated for elimination of the addiction to alcohol
«I am opening Cosmic Teurgy channel ISTSU for elimination of the addiction to alcohol –
start!»
I give the following directives:
Eliminate all negative ties to the alcohol egregor;
Eliminate all negative programs, that cause a desire to drink (palms at hemispheres)
Clean out stomach, liver, spleen, adrenal glands, kidneys, pancreas, gallbladder from toxins and
deduce them from the organism ( holding palms at these organs consequently);
Eliminate ill cells of these organs, and give growth to a new ones ( holding palms at these
organs consequently);
Clean out blood and restore true blood formula (holding palms at spleen and liver areas);
Start liver regeneration and restore it in its initial form (holding palm at the liver area);
Start spleen regeneration and restore it in its initial form (holding palm at the spleen area);
Start stomach regeneration and restore it in its initial form (holding palm at the stomach area);
Start kidneys and adrenal glands regeneration and restore it in its initial form (holding palms at
the kidneys);
Start pancreas regeneration and restore it in its initial form (holding palm at the pancreas
area);
Start gallbladder regeneration and restore it in its initial form (holding palm at the gallbladder
area);
Close the channel – “Stop”

FSC no. 12 – OYU channel will be added
OYU channel is designated for elimination of insomnia and nightmares

As far as 2400 years ago famous ancient philosopher Socrates said: “There are no body disease
that are separate from the soul”, these words have much in common with words of famous
Russian doctor Mudrov: “Knowing about mutual influence of body and soul at each other, I
regard my duty to note that there are soul remedies that heal an organism, and they are
derived from wisdom, often from psychology”. Really, human organism is a unity of body and
soul, and any disease is a problem of the entire personality in a whole, that consists not only
from a body but from mind and senses and emotions. That’s why one of the founders of native
oncology, academician N. N. Petrov noticed that oncology doctors should understand the
sufferings of a patient as a personality and pose medical help to a person, not the disease.
Doctors know well that medical treatment effectiveness depends in considerable degree on
patient’s belief into recovery and confidence into case doctors. Optimistic mood and positive
internal “tuning” often help better than medicines. While negative emotions, caused by
different psychology stresses, aid the development of various diseases. At that, recently in
several last decades, the role of psychology factors in the disease development grew
considerably. it is especially true in relation to so called psychosomatic diseases, in which
development, so called psychology stress, takes a role that is not less than the role of
physiology factors. So what hides under this word “stress”? it is not all that simple to answer.
In everyday life we use the word “stress” when experiencing some business or family problems,
financial issues, worrying about diseases of our folks. Despite the fact that problems are
different, individual reacts at them in similar ways – with some specific psychological,
hormonal, biochemical changes. Insomnia appears as a consequence. Only the one who
experienced this dreadful condition is able to understand a man, who is suffering insomnia.
Apparently, you know about two phases of sleep: slow (orthodox) phase without dreams and
rapid (paradox) with dreams. More to it, it is well known that there are three kinds of insomnia:
difficult going to sleep, shallow sleep with frequent wake ups, and early wake ups. It is also
known that people, suffering from insomnia, sleep not much less than norm – the point is in the
sleep quality deterioration. At that, insomnia happens not at the head but at the human being,
and human being is something bigger. It is the whole body plus thoughts and passions. So we
should consider insomnia problem from the holistic approach. If to look at this question wider,
it is possible to see that every individual who suffers insomnia, is not healthy in a whole, and in
a physiology sense at the first turn. That is organism does not provide central nervous system
with all that it needs: sufficient blood circulation, nutrition, oxygen, removal of toxins.
Consequently the central nervous system does not cope with one of its most important
functions – sleep regulation, or to be more precise with adequate formation of its own rhythms
in response to the natural rhythms. From this point of view, insomnia is not a consequence, for
example, of neurosis, dystonia, pathology climax and so on. Both are consequences of general
disorder in the organism. So insomnia is a consequence of system violations, that is a complex

of interconnected obvious and hidden faults at the level of systems and organs. Such violations
are present almost at everyone, thou if one has no health complaints. Reaching some degree of
manifestation, these system violations result these or that symptoms, complaints, illnesses,
including insomnia. The insomnia itself is just a syndrome – not the condition but its indicator.
And so when speaking about insomnia cure, we have in mind the removal of its reason.
Commonplace reasons that may lead to insomnia in everyday life could be the following:
systematic luck of sleep, working shifts, stressful situations during the time of the day, time
zones changes. For example, doctors are sure that 5 hour sleep is a necessary minimum. If one
is not reaching it for three nights in a row, the effect is as if it was one sleepless night. Other
reasons of sleep disorder also exist, they are connected with different conditions, for example
with neurosis, depression, metabolism disorders and so on. Elderly people are frequently
suffering from insomnia.
There are three stages in the course of the insomnia. The first one is difficulties when going to
sleep (presomnic disorders), that is problems with going to sleep. At that gradually individual
develop complex rituals of going to sleep, the fear of going to bed or the fear that sleep would
not come may develop. Disorders of the second stage (intrasomnic) are frequent awakenings at
night, caused by sounds, or heavy sleep, nightmare, painful sensations, breath violations,
angular movements, after which one is unable to go to sleep again for a long time. Finally at the
third stage (postsomnic) appear problems of morning rise up, decreased capacity to work,
feeling jaded, sleeplessness. Cases could be met when one complains that he did not get a wink
of a sleep all night, and under checks it comes out that he sleeps not less than 5 hours. Such
situation is called distorted perception of sleep.

«I am opening Cosmic Teurgy channel OYU for insomnia cure and nightmares elimination–
start!»
I give the following directives:
Clean out central nervous system from negative sediments, negative slugs, negative programs;
Normalize metabolism in the organism;
Destroy in the patient’s biofield such negative emotions as fear, envy, rage, hater, jealousy;
Eliminate information of stress and depression;
Normalize hormones production;
Restore biochemical balance of the organism.
Restore the work of the central nervous system in its initial form.

